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Abstract 
More than 60 million children have been left behind in rural China by parents going to 
work in cities. Given the effects of child-parent separation on development, this 
phenomenon has drawn considerable governmental and academic attention in recent years. 
Outlining developments with reference to relevant studies, this review characterizes the 
perspectives used to explore and understand this phenomenon in terms of three major 
paradigms: (1) the diagnostic approach, which takes for granted the assumption that 
child-parent separation would be the only cause of negative effects observed among 
left-behind children, and has focused primarily on measuring psychological and behavioral 
disorders among these “problematic kids”; (2) the advanced diagnostic approach, which 
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refines the previous approach by incorporating theories and techniques developed outside 
of China, elaborating on the early approach by bringing into consideration more factors and 
exploring the interactions between child-parent separation and these factors, particularly 
social ones; (3) the sociologically oriented approach, which provides the research with a 
much broader framework in terms of how to orient the phenomenon of left-behind 
children, especially the transformation of China’s social and economic systems during the 
last thirty years of urbanization, where the reproduction of labor has been based on a 
“splitting family structure”, such that problems associated with the phenomenon of 
left-behind children cannot be solved without systematic social and economic changes. 
Based on these analyses, future directions for research on left-behind children in China are 
also discussed.    
 
Background: Studies on Left-behind Children, with Chinese Characteristics 
One of the central questions regarding child-parent separation (CPS) is whether and 
how separation impacts the psychological well-being and abilities of children who grow up 
away from one or both parents – in situations of divorce, single-parent families, migration, 
parents working away from home, or dying, for example – where children thereby receive 
less or no parental care. 
In mainland China, researchers began taking note of CPS in the 1980’s (Dong, Q., 1991; 
Yu, G. L., Zhang, D. Y., & Lin, C. D., 1998). At that time, however, little scholarly attention 
was paid to “left-behind children” (LBC), resulting from peasants leaving the Chinese 
countryside to work in cities, the central concern of this review. This changed in the early 
twenty-first century, after three decades of rapid economic growth coinciding with the 
emergence of social and economic problems in China, among which the gap between urban 
and rural populations is central. Many rural residents have had no choice but to move from 
the countryside to cities for better-paid jobs. Most of these workers, however, are unable to 
bring their children to the cities. This is due, in part, to China’s long-standing household 
registration system, hukou in Chinese, which prevents migrant workers and their children 
from accessing social benefits, such as public education and government-subsidized medical 
care (Shen, Y., 2006; Chen, Y. F. 2005). Additionally, migrant workers are usually overworked 
and underpaid, having neither the time nor the money to take care of their children were 
they with them (Wu, N., 2004; Lou, J., Wang, W., & Gao, W. B., 2009; Duan, C. R., Lv, L. D., & 
Wang, Z. P., 2014). As a result, the majority of migrant workers leave their children in the 
countryside. Tragic stories related to these situations have been widely reported in the 
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news, including foreign media outlets such as CNN (April, 2014) and The Economist 
(“Left-behind children: a slow awakening”, 2016).  
Given the background conditions associated with LBC in China, in this context, CPS 
would be idiosyncratic for two reasons.  
First, the population affected by separation is enormous, including the children 
themselves, their parents, and extended families. CPS related to migration in China has 
occurred for over thirty years and, as such, the consequences of this phenomenon are likely 
profound and will be long lasting, influencing generations to come (Shen, Y., 2006; Cai, H., & 
Wang, J., 2007; Liu, J. M, 2008; Wang, J. H, & Huang, B. H., 2014). The China case is, 
therefore, largely unique but can provide valuable insights for better understanding the 
effects of CPS in general. 
Second, because of the increasing economic gap between rural and urban areas, and 
the effects of the hukou system, CPS in China is a broader social rather than a specifically 
familial phenomenon. LBC in China generally refers to children who not only grow up 
without parent(s) but also are from the most disadvantaged social and economic groups. 
CPS with regard to LBC should be understood in terms of the complicated interactions 
between these social conditions and the psychological mechanisms of child-parent 
attachment/separation (Tan, S., 2011; Yan, B. H., 2014; Duan, C. R., Lv, L. D.; & Wang, Z. P., 
2014). 
To introduce the trajectory of relevant studies to non-Chinese-speaking readers – 
reflecting what has been done in the past and should be done in the future – this review 
addresses how LBC have been studied in China, outlining the theoretical assumptions and 
instruments researchers have employed, the questions with which they have been 
concerned, and the theoretical approaches they have used to explore and explain CPS with 
regard to the phenomenon of LBC in China.  
 
Literature Selection 
Beginning with the phrase “left-behind children” (liushou ertong) and a few 
alternatives, such as “liuhshou hai” and “liushou nongmingong zinü”, we undertook a 
keyword and article title search in the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), one 
of the most comprehensive databases of its kind, which covers more than 7,000 
Chinese-language scholarly journals, academic degree theses, popular magazines and 
newspapers, and is the most widely used source for literature reviews of Chinese-language 
sources (Kang, H., Zhao, J., & Liu, J. Z, 2010; She, L., & Luo, G. F, 2009). The search yielded a 
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return of 6052 papers from scholarly journals during the period of 2000 to 2016, published 
in mainland China and in Chinese, illustrating the massive concern regarding the 
phenomenon of LBC in China.  
As the basis for this review, we narrowed down the above results, estimating their 
usefulness in representing the trajectory of LBC studies, using the following process: 
First, assuming the number of citations a paper receives can be used as an indicator of 
the amount of attention a paper has received from the research community, we used the 
CNKI search engine to determine the number of times these papers had been cited. Since 
papers published earlier have a greater chance of being cited – and using citation rates as a 
proxy for impact would disproportionately favor papers published earlier – we counted the 
number of times a paper was cited each year, and then we ranked papers published in the 
same year.  
Second, we picked out the top 10% of papers cited from each year, yielding a total of 
606 papers, assuming these papers are more influential than others published in the same 
year that ranked below the top 10% (Table).  
Third, two of the authors read through these 606 papers independently, evaluating 
them in terms of five criteria: (1) research questions that were either new or common at the 
time of publication; (2) findings that were new; (3) analytical methods and measurement 
instruments that were new or common; (4) theoretical models and frameworks that were 
new or common; (5) research procedures and conclusions that were clearly presented or 
common. The discrepancies between the two readers’ evaluations were then discussed to 
determine points of overlap and agreement. Papers that met these criteria were considered 
representative and, thus, more likely to be cited, and we use these as exemplars in this 
review. 
Fourth, in the process of reviewing these papers, we recognized the importance of ones 
not selected according to the citation-based method, some of which are also discussed 
below.  
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Table  Distribution of LBC Studies in Terms of Approaches 
Year 
Top 10% 
of papers 
by 
citations 
Diagnostic 
Approach 
Advanced 
Diagnostic 
Approach 
Sociological 
Framework 
Others 
(commentary, 
advocacy, overview 
of overseas studies, 
policy & regulation 
suggestions, etc.) 
2016 78 16（20.5%） 31（39.7%） 25（32.1%） 6（7.7%） 
2015 76 24（31.6%） 28（36.8%） 19（25.0%） 5（6.6%） 
2014 65 22（33.8%） 26（40.0%） 10（15.4%） 7（10.8%） 
2013 67 32（47.8%） 20（29.9%） 13（19.4%） 2（3.0%） 
2012 61 24（39.3%） 24（39.3%） 12（19.7%） 1（1.6%） 
2011 57 29（50.9%） 15（26.3%） 7（12.3%） 6（10.5%） 
2010 48 31（64.6%） 10（20.8%） 6（12.5%） 1（2.1%） 
2009 43 27（62.8%） 3（7.0%） 7（16.3%） 6（14.0%） 
2008 46 29（63.0%） 9（19.6%） 5（10.9%） 3（6.5%） 
2007 36 20（55.6%） 6（16.7%） 9（25.0%） 1（2.8%） 
2006 17 10（58.8%） 4（23.5%） 1（5.9%） 2（11.8%） 
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2005 8 3（37.5%） 1（12.5%） 0 4（50.0%） 
2000-200
4 
4 3（75.0%） 1（25.0%） 0 0 
Total 606 270（44.6%） 178（29.4%） 114（18.8%） 44（7.3%） 
 
Who are China’s LBC? 
The term “left-behind children,” liushou ertong in Chinese, began appearing in the 
academic literature in the early 1990’s. Many credit Shangguan Zimu with coining the term, 
in a one-page article published in 1994 (Shangguan, Z. M, 1994; Xiao, Z. D., 2006). Since 
then, the term has been widely used in the Chinese media and academic institutions to refer 
to children under the age of 16 or 18, who live in rural, countryside areas, while one or both 
of their parents migrate to urban, city areas for purposes of work – although debates exist 
regarding criteria for picking out LBC, for example, whether the age range should be limited 
to 14, 16, or 17, and whether the absence of only one parent should be used as a criterion 
(Luo, G. F, 2005; Duan, C. R, & Yang, G., 2008; Tao, R., & Zhou, M. H., 2012).  
 
A Diagnostic Approach (Emerging around 2002) 
Although the phenomenon of LBC emerged during the early 1980’s, it did not draw 
scholarly attention until 1994, when the first two preliminary papers on the topic were 
published. The number of papers increased slowly until 2004 – the year the State Ministry of 
Education organized a conference to address this problem – at which point the issue of LBC 
was, for the first time, officially on the government agenda (Tan, S., 2011; She, L. & Luo, G. 
F., 2009).  
Focusing on the extent to which LBC are psychologically and behaviorally different from 
other children, most research-oriented papers from this early period took an approach we 
term “diagnostic”, based on an overly simplified cause-effect assumption (Wang, D. Y, 2002; 
Wang, D. Y., & Lin, H., 2003; Zhang, F., Wang, J., Yin, L., Ren, Z., 2003; Wang, Y. Q., Ma, X. L, 
Wang, T. H., 2005; Li, B. F., 2005; Zhou, Z. K., Sun, X. J., Liu, Y., & Zhou, D. M., 2005; Zhao, H., 
et al. , 2006; Wang, L. F., Zhang, S., Sun, Y. H., & Zhang, X. J., et al., 2006), and can be 
characterized in terms of three central features: 
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(1) Taking for granted the negative consequences of CPS as the only relevant 
theoretical assumption and diagnostic criterion in terms of which to investigate LBC and, for 
this reason, rarely referring to other theoretical perspectives as a hypothetical basis 
for/framework in terms of which to ground this orientation. 
(2) Interested primarily in the negative attributes of LBC, measuring psychological, 
physical, and academic characteristics associated with being “left-behind”, using standard 
scales, self-designed questionnaires, and surveys, comparing LBC with other children or 
national averages, and portraying LBC as “problematic kids”. 
(3) Employing a rather simple set of variables, usually closely pertaining to LBC 
themselves and their direct environments, such as gender, age, caregiver classification, and 
duration of separation, in investigating the effects of CPS, such that other potentially 
relevant variables were rarely considered. 
For example, in a widely cited early study, Wang Dongyu (2002) used the Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) to measure 206 LBC participants (ages 8 to 13) from four 
rural schools in Fuqing and Shaxian, two counties in Fujian province. The results showed that 
the E (Extraversion/ Introversion), N (Neuroticism/ Stability), and L (Lie/Social Desirability) 
scores of those participants departed significantly from national averages, and suggested LBC 
were likely to be more introverted, emotionally unstable, and less capable of dissimulation. 
The study also showed that, compared with LBC girls (N=88), LBC boys (N=118) were less 
introverted but more emotionally unstable. However, assuming CPS negatively influences 
development, the study made no further effort to examine the mechanisms as a result of 
which psychological problems occur and – aside from gender – did not examine the relation 
between other variables and CPS. 
Within behavioral studies, the school performance of LBC has been a central concern of 
researchers, with most claiming CPS negatively influences such performance (Wang, Y. Q., 
Ma, X. L., & Wang, T. H., 2005; Yao, Y., 2005; Fan, F., & Sang, B., 2005). An early and also 
widely cited survey conducted in five counties in three provinces, Wu Ni and her research 
team recruited participants from one elementary school and one middle school in every 
county. Using questionnaires and interviews, they found school performance among LBC 
lower than averages (Wu, N., 2004). Classifying the types of caregivers of LBC into five 
categories – mother, father, grandparent(s), relative(s), and non-relative(s) – the survey also 
showed LBC received less care and guidance in learning when parent(s) were absent, such 
that these children had more psychological problems. Although this study suffered from 
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survey design and reporting problems – the authors did not even clearly report the number 
of participants and methods used to evaluate school performance and psychological 
problems – the caregiver classification has become a standard, widely used variable in 
assessing the effects of CPS on LBC (Zhou, Z., K., Sun, X. J., Liu, Y., & Zhou, D. M., 2005).  
Although a large number of such early studies suffered from reporting problems, and 
the interpretations of their findings were often questionable, on the whole, they succeeded 
in portraying LBC as a psychologically and academically disadvantaged group, thereby 
gaining governmental attention (Xiao, Z. D., 2006). Meanwhile, conflicting findings began to 
emerge during this diagnostic period, and eventually necessitated adjustments to the 
approach itself.  
For example, using a popular Mental Health Test Questionnaire developed by Chinese 
psychologists, Yue Huilan and colleagues investigated the mental health of 422 LBC 
(female=185), 130 fourth-graders, 144 sixth-graders, 105 and 43 first-year and second-year 
middle school students, respectively, in Changxing and Deqing counties, Zhejiang province 
(Yue, H. L., Fu, X. T., Zhang, B., & Guo, Y. Z., 2006). This survey failed to find significant 
differences between LBC and national averages in any of the eight measures used, 
questioning the prevailing claims that LBC were deeply troubled psychologically.  
In another study, Zhu Kerong and colleagues used a questionnaire (N=600) and 
interview (N=81) to examine the school performance of LBC in Jiangxi, Hunan, and Henan 
provinces. They used the School Performance Scale developed by Wang Yun, a Chinese 
educational psychologist, and found no significant differences between LBC and other 
participants. They examined second-year middle school students and fourth-year 
elementary school students, not only psychologically (motivation to study, perceived 
efficacy of study, and self-confidence regarding study) but also behaviorally (course grades) 
(Zhu, K. R., Li, Z.J., & Zhou, S.Q., 2002). Again, these findings conflict with the widely shared 
conviction that CPS unequivocally negatively affects school performance (Wang, Y. Q., Ma, 
X. L., & Wang, T. H., 2005; Yao, Y., 2005; Fan, F., & Sang, B., 2005). 
To respond to such inconsistencies, several studies tried to introduce more variables 
and went beyond simplistic comparisons, to more fully and carefully examine the 
complexities of CPS in the context of LBC. In a study designed to examine the influences of 
family environments on LBC, Fan Fang and Sang Biao (2005) randomly recruited 
fourth-graders (female=67) from six classes in rural schools in Hunan province, and divided 
them into an LBC group, living with grandparents (N=41), or other relatives or friends, 
(N=18), and a control group, living with one or both parents (N=64). They used a localized 
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Family Environment Scale, China Version (FES-CV), Child Personality Questionnaire (CPQ), 
and Child Behavior Questionnaire for Teacher (CBQ), to measure the psychological well 
being and school performance of participants. The results showed (1) 44% of participants in 
the LBC group had behavioral problems compared with 17% in the control group; (2) The 
control groups had better school performance as evaluated by teachers; (3) The LBC group 
scored lower on 5 of the 10 total FES items. A regression analysis revealed that some of 
those FES scores negatively predicted school performance of LBC, notably, scores of family 
intimacy, educational level of caregiver, and success of caregivers and family organizations. 
The approach taken in this study moved beyond the simple classification of caregivers and 
included more complicated factors, taking the family environment and education level of 
caregivers, for example, into consideration.  
Although ample research has been done regarding the underlying mechanisms of 
child-parent separation outside of China, and various theories have been introduced into 
China since the 1990’s (Ye, Y. D., & Bai, L. Y., 2002; Xie, X. H, & Zhang H., 2012), 
unexpectedly, early studies of LBC rarely discussed those mechanisms and theories. Rather, 
most researchers seemed to have taken for granted the unconditionally negative effects 
following from CPS. Their mission, in most cases, was to diagnose LBC based on this overly 
simplified cause-effect assumption (Luo, G. F., & She, L., 2006; She, L. & Luo, G. F., 2009). 
Additionally, in this period of research, critical engagements were relatively weak, not only 
because they were few but also because these engagements possessed neither strong 
theoretical nor enough empirical support. As they initiated new trends within the LBC 
research and literature, however, these lines of thought are significant. This becomes clear 
when tracing the evolution of approaches to research on LBC that follow.  
 
An Advanced Diagnostic Approach (Emerging around 2006 to 2007) 
With the diagnosis of differences between LBC and other children still the primary 
concern in the research community, a different perspective begins to emerge around 2006 
to 2007. Since this perspective moves beyond simply diagnosing the negative effects of CPS 
on LBC, to more a comprehensive and nuanced approach to the phenomenon of LBC, we 
term this the “advanced diagnostic” approach. This approach begins to become apparent 
when two major tendencies emerge within studies on LBC.  
The first consists in refinements to the earlier diagnostic approach, evident in: (1) 
Greater consideration of the role numerous factors play in relation to the effects of CPS on 
LBC, especially those extending beyond familial dimensions – family members and direct 
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caregivers, for example – towards more socially oriented dimensions – such as social 
support from peers and teachers, for instance (Yang, J. H., & Duan, C. R., 2008; Zhao J. X., Liu 
X., & Shen, J. L., 2008); (2) More sophisticated research methods, such as those developed 
to detect confounding effects generated by interactions between CPS and other factors – 
family spending on education, for example (Yang, J. H., & Duan, C. R., 2008; Hu, F., & Li, S. T., 
2009; ); (3) Examination of the more nuanced effects of CPS – vigorously investigating the 
long-term effects of CPS on LBC (Li, X. M., Luo, J., Gao, W. B., & Yuan, J., 2009; Fan, X. H., & 
Fang, X. Y., 2010), as well as searching out factors contributing to and mechanisms in term 
of which LBC better cope with their situations (Jia, Y. H., 2008; Chen, L., Zhang, L. J., & Shen, 
J., 2009; Xu, J. C., & Deng, Y. P., 2008; Chen, X. X., Zhang, L, X., Luo, S. G., & Shi, Y. J., 2009). 
The second consists in the introduction of more theoretical perspectives, guiding both 
the exploration of factors and interpretations of empirical findings related to CPS in the 
context of LBC (Xie, X. H, & Zhang H., 2012). Researchers within this period, for example, 
have explicitly advocated the “ecological perspective” – or “the people in situation” 
approach – and that of “ego-resilience”. The ecological perspective emphasizes how 
multiple factors contribute to the environments in which LBC live and are shaped (He, X. J., 
2007). The ego resilience perspective considers why some LBC live in a healthy fashion 
despite CPS (Li, Y. X., Luo, P. C., & Tan, Y. M., 2008; Li, Z. K., 2009). Especially relevant is the 
way this evolution casts doubt on the presumed universally negative consequences 
associated with CPS, a premise underpinning the diagnostic approach (He, X. J., 2007; Shen, 
J. L. & Wu, Y., 2008; She, L., & Luo, G. F., 2009).  
Given these theoretical and methodological changes – resulting in more knowledge 
regarding the multiple causes and mechanisms associated with the phenomenon of LBC, 
and a better understanding of how psychological and behavioral differences between LBC 
and non-LBC are shaped by complicated structures of the environment, aside from CPS 
alone – we use the title “advanced diagnostic” to designate the approach emerging in this 
period. Two studies concerning the influence of CPS on the school performance of LBC help 
to illustrate the interwoven nature of the preceding diagnostic and subsequent more 
advanced approaches.  
In the first of these studies, Yang Juhua and Duan Chengrong randomly sampled 0.95% 
of the data from the 2002 national census to examine the educational opportunities 
available to three types of children, ages 11 to 14 (N=72,318): LBC, children living at home 
with their parents, and children migrating or “floating” with their parent(s) – liudong ertong 
in Chinese, referring to children from rural regions who migrate to cities and live there with 
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their parent(s). Representative of the advanced diagnostic approach, this research was 
explicitly guided by work from Gary. S. Becker (1991), and Sara McLanahan and Gary F. 
Sandefur (1994), who suggest that that financial resources – in addition to parental care and 
support – are significant to child development. Yang and Duan show that the chances of LBC 
staying in school are approximately 30% higher than those whose parents have not left, and 
that the chances of migrant children staying in school are the lowest – only about 2/3 of all 
other children. Additionally, the educational levels of parents and financial resources of 
families influence the educational opportunities of children, and this was true whether 
children were LBC or not. Finally, whether children were LBC or not, those with more 
siblings had less educational opportunities than those with fewer or none (Yang, J. H., & 
Duan, C. R., 2008).  
The authors interpreted these results in terms of observations by Becker and others. 
The higher rates of LBC staying in school could be explained with reference to increased 
family resources: The parent(s) of LBC receive higher pay in cities, and this money would 
contribute to their children’s education, although this advantage might disappear when 
money sent home is allocated among several children. In fact, an early study also 
“diagnosed” that living with siblings might result in worse school performance among LBC, 
but it gave no explanation for why this would be the case (Wang, D. Y., & Wang, L. F., 2005). 
Compared with the earlier studies, that of Yang and Duan is distinct, since the authors (1) 
were explicitly guided by established theories rather than a simplistic assumption regarding 
the universally negative effects of CPS, (2) explored mechanisms that could help LBC and 
parents to better cope with the negative consequences of CPS, and (3) made an effort to 
better understand and explain inconsistencies within previous findings of school 
performance by LBC.  
The second of these studies, conducted by Liu Yingxia and Ji Yueqing (2008) in Baoying 
county, Jiangsu province, also investigated variables associated with the school performance 
of LBC, including absent parent(s), housekeeping work load, farming work load, the 
educational levels of parent(s), and family educational spending. Based on data from 
questionnaires answered by 142 students, sampled randomly from four middle schools, the 
authors found (1) no significant difference was observed in school performance among LBC 
before and after their parent(s) left to work; (2) the absence of mothers increased the 
farming work load; (3) the absence of fathers increased the housekeeping work load; (4) the 
absence of fathers significantly increased the amount of money spent on education; and (5) 
the absence of mothers significantly decreased the amount of money spent on education. 
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Additionally, children whose fathers were absent scored higher than children living with 
both parents, although children whose mothers were absent scored lower than children 
living with both parents. In addition, no gender difference was observed among LBC 
participants in school performance.  
This Jiangsu study is noteworthy, since it not only examined a larger number of 
variables – such as the housekeeping and farming workloads – but also addressed 
educational spending specifically. A model based on Mexican data proposed by William 
Kandel (1999, 2001) has shown that money sent back to Mexico by parent(s) working in the 
United States increased educational spending and, consequently, resulted in better school 
performance by children. This study not only lends support to that model but also provides 
an alternative way of explaining inconsistent findings from previous studies within China: 
Educational differences between children living with or without parents could be explained 
in terms of the amount of money sent back for educational purposes specifically.  
In terms of the addition of new variables to explore the effects of CPS on LBC, the 
increasing attention given to social support is especially relevant: Versus variables such as 
family members and caregivers, social support is a more socially oriented variable. Although 
interest in social support also appeared in early studies (Guo, X. D., Li, Y. Q., Wang, L. N., & 
Shen, J. L., 2006), it gradually drew greater interest, coinciding with the introduction of the 
ecological perspective (Gao, W. B., Wang, Y., Wang, W, Z., & Liu, Z. K., 2007; Bu, W., 2008; 
Zhao, J. X., Liu, X., & Shen, J. L., 2008; Li, Y. X., Luo, P.C., & Nie, G. H., 2009; Sun, X. J., Zhou, Z. 
K., Wang, Y., & Fan, C.Y., 2010). Using a localized Children Depression Inventory (CDI), 
Children Loneliness Scale (CLS), and Social Support Network Questionnaire, one such study 
was designed to investigate relations between levels of depression and loneliness, and 
social support (Zhao, J. X., Liu, X., & Shen, J. L., 2008). The authors recruited 400 students, 
ages 11 to 16 years old (female=162), from 17 classes in elementary and middle schools in 
rural Henan province. Among the participants, 90 lived apart from both parents, 128 lived 
apart from one parent, and 182 lived with both parents. The authors classified types of 
social support into four categories: support from mothers, fathers, classmates, and 
teachers. A variable-centered analysis showed that support from teachers and fathers 
predicted loneliness in LBC participants, and support from mothers and classmates 
predicted depression, with the length of separation time moderating these relations. A 
person-centered analysis showed that levels of depression and loneliness were much lower 
in LBC participants with high support ratings in all four categories, suggesting that support 
from parent(s), classmates, and teachers could alleviate depression and loneliness among 
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LBC. Although this study largely followed the early diagnostic approach, more socially 
oriented factors were introduced into the analytical framework; in refining the diagnostic 
approach, studies more closely scrutinized the relations of CPS to broader, more 
encompassing structures of social relations.  
During this same period, interest in the enduring, long-term effects of being left behind 
grew considerably. Aimed at detecting any enduring influences of being left behind, a 
relatively simple study administered the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, 
State Trait Anxiety Inventory, Simplified Coping Style Questionnaire, Self-Esteem Scale, and 
College Student Personal Relationship Synthetically Diagnostic Scale to 4540 students from 
two colleges in Chengde, Hebei province (Li, X. M., Luo, J., Gao, W. B., & Yuan, J., 2009). The 
results showed that LBC participants scored higher in anxiety and depression, and lower in 
interpersonal relations and positive coping skills. Additionally, as had being discovered in 
previous studies, the age at which one was left behind, duration of separation, and 
frequency of contact between child and parent(s) all moderated these scores: The younger 
the age at which one was left behind, longer the separation, and less frequent the contact, 
the worse were the scores. 
In sum, this advanced diagnostic approach is characterized by refinement with regard to 
the nature, and increase in the number, of variables used to explore the effects of CPS on 
LBC. To do so, theory and research from outside of China were incorporated and play an 
increasingly significant role (Zhao, J. X., Liu, X., & Zhang, W. X., 2013; Tang, M. J., 2014; Yin, 
et al. 2014; Zhang, L., Wang, Q. Y., Zhao, J. X., 2014; Hou, Y. N., 2015; Wu, Z. H., & Li J. M., 
2015; Cui S., Zhou Z., Kong X. Z., 2015; Luo, X.L.,, & Li T. R., 2015; Zhao, J.X., Yang, P., Ma, J. 
L., &Huang, C.C., 2016; Wang Y. L., Yao Z. H., & Jiang J. W., 2016; Yang, Q., Yi, L.L, & Song W. 
W. , 2016; Zhu, S. Q., 2016) (Table). 
 
A Sociological Framework (Emerging around 2006 to 2007) 
Evolving from the diagnostic and advanced diagnostic approaches explained above, in 
recent years studies on LBC have generally become more refined and elaborate, evident in 
the integration of sophisticated research designs, adoption of nuanced theoretical 
frameworks, and expansion into novel research domains related to the phenomenon of LBC. 
Additionally, a number of studies, many of which have been produced by sociologists and 
economists rather than psychologists alone, have come to increasingly focus on the broader 
social dimensions of LBC, integrating more sociological frameworks into their analyses. 
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However, it remains to be seen how the psychological approaches – either diagnostic or 
advanced diagnostic – will further converge with these sociological approaches.  
In tracing the refinement of the previous approaches and emergence of a sociologically 
oriented perspective, a number of studies are illustrative. These include studies: (1) 
regarding the influences of CPS on psychological well-being and school performance (Ling, 
H., et al. , 2012; Tao, R., & Zhou, M. H., 2012 ; Li, Y. S., 2013), (2) based on the perspective of 
ego-resilience (Xu, L. P., & Fang, Q., 2012; Yao, X. Y., 2012; Wu, F., & Yang, W. W., 2011; Liu, 
Q.Y., 2016), (3) giving greater attention to more social factors (Chen, X., 2012; Zhao, J. X., 
Liu, X., & Zhang, W. X., 2013), and (4) oriented in terms of “life course theory”, examining 
the influences of CPS on the adaptation of LBC to labor markets and urban life (Yang, X. Q., 
& Xu, Y., 2011; Liu, H. X., et al., 2015; Yang, J., Zhang, C. X., 2015; Tang, Y. C., & Fu, P., 2011; 
Liang, H., 2011; Yang, H. Q., & Zhu, Q. Z., 2011; Liu, Y. L., 2013; Xie, D. H., 2016). 
Two studies are especially noteworthy, since they raised concerns regarding 
endogenous factors and employed propensity score matching (PSM) to control for them 
(Tao, R., & Zhou, M. H., 2012; Li, Y. S., 2013), which were either largely ignored or 
mistreated in early LBC studies. Tao and Zhou, for example, recruited 1010 participants 
(fourth and sixth year elementary school students=697, second-year middle school 
students=313, female= 457, age range 8 to 17 years old, and average age =12) with stratified 
random sampling from twelve rural schools, in four counties, Anhui and Jiangxi province, to 
investigate the academic performance of LBC. After pairing LBC with non-LBC participants, 
and using more restricted criteria to control for endogenous factors, the authors found the 
academic performance of LBC was worse than those of the non-LBC participants, and the 
negative impact of CPS was greater among boys than girls. These findings were consistent 
with some earlier studies (Wu, N., 2004; Wang, Y. Q., Ma, X. L., & Wang, T. H., 2005; Yao, Y., 
2005; Fan, F., & Sang, B., 2005), but inconsistent with others (Zhu, K. R., Li, Z. J., & Zhou, S. 
Q., 2002; Hu, F., & Li, S. T., 2009; Yang, J. H., & Duan, C. R., 2008).  
To further explore the influences of increased family income on school performance, 
the same authors showed that increased income failed to offset the negative effects of 
parental absence. More specifically, shown with a regression analysis, although increased 
income could contribute to better school performance among LBC, the authors found this 
effect would only occur when income increased to an unrealistically high level. Refining the 
approach with a more elaborate PSM method, this study retested the Mexican model 
(Kandel, & Kao, 2001), and also challenged findings from the previous Chinese study that 
claimed the money sent back by parents working in cities could improve the school 
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performance of children at home (Yang, J. H., & Duan, C. R., 2008; Hu, F., & Li, S. T., 2009), 
thereby presenting a more nuanced picture regarding the relation between trade-offs in 
parental presence/absence and financial resources available for education.  
The evolution of the sociologically oriented approach is also evident in studies 
concerning the long-term effects of being left behind, oriented in terms of life course 
theory, comparing LBC with migrant children (Yang, X. Q., & Xu, Y., 2011; Liu, H. X., Wang, J., 
2015; Yang, J., Zhang, C. X., 2015). As both children left behind and those migrating with 
their parents to cities are essentially the result of China’s process of rapid urbanization 
(Duan, C. R., Lv, L. D., & Wang, Z. P., 2014), increasing attention has been paid to the 
psychological effects of these phenomena on not only LBC, but also migrant children and 
their adaptability to urban environments (Tang, Y. C., & Fu, P., 2011; Liang, H., 2011; Liu, Y. 
L., 2013; Xie, D. H., 2016). Studies in this direction have yielded valuable findings, both 
answering and raising important questions.  
For example, adopting a life course approach, and assuming being left behind is a 
significant event that would have an impact on the rest of one’s life (Settersten, & Mayer, 
1997), Liu Yulan investigated “life opportunities” available to LBC and migrant children 
versus other children in migrant-labor markets (Liu, Y. L., 2013). Life opportunities were 
measured in terms of the age at marriage, first child, education levels, types of initial 
occupations, and early occupational achievements. Based on both foreign studies of 
immigrants and Chinese studies of LBC and migrant children, the author hypothesized that 
being left behind or migrating would negatively influence life opportunities. Analyses of data 
from 2026 participants in the Zhujiang Delta and 2106 in the Yangzi River Delta showed that 
the life opportunities of LBC and migrant children were not as poor as previously assumed: 
LBC and migrant participants got married and had their first children later, and received 
higher levels of education and first-job salaries than their non-LBC/-migrant counterparts. 
These results appear to conflict with previous observations showing disadvantages to LBC 
and migrant children in the labor market.  
In a regression analysis, the author further showed moderating effects of being left 
behind and migrating on life opportunities, caused by factors such as how long children 
were left behind and the amount of time they migrated, the age at which they were left 
behind/migrated, and whether the companies in which they worked were private, public, or 
foreign owned. Additionally, the earlier the age at which one migrated, the more life 
opportunities one had; children left behind for more than nine years had fewer life 
opportunities. The author claimed migrating with parents early in life appears to have a 
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positive impact on development. In addition to its focus on the enduring effects of CPS and 
use of LBC and migrant children as participants, this study is significant because it offers 
evidence that undermines the common perception that left-behind and migrant children are 
unconditionally disadvantaged in education and work opportunities. However, it should be 
noted that the author only measured job opportunities within low-end labor markets, and 
participants were only sampled from young adults identified as “new peasant workers”. 
These findings, therefore, imply a relation between LBC and migrant children, and less 
skilled, underpaid labor markets. The study did not address this implication, but it became a 
serious concern in subsequent studies, to which we turn shortly (Huang, B. H., 2014; Wang, 
J. H., & Huang, B. H., 2014). 
After young adults who were LBC or migrant children join the labor force, are they loyal 
to their employers – or, how frequently do they change jobs? This question is important 
because many LBC have entered the labor market as adults and, in terms of working 
behaviors, studies have noted a gap between their generation and that of their parents 
(Liang, H., 2011; Shao, C., & Zhang, Y., 2012). Several authors have showed that, compared 
with the older generation, the younger generation of migrant workers change jobs more 
frequently. On average, as observed by a team of sociologists from Tsinghua University, 
younger workers change jobs every 2.1 years, whereas older workers change jobs every 6.2 
years (Xie, D. H., 2016). To study the influences of being left behind or migrating on 
frequencies in job changes, Xie Donghong, based on data from a 2015 Migrant Worker 
Survey in the Beijing Area (N=1200), found that migrant workers who were left behind or 
migrated as children changed jobs more frequently. Moreover, the longer the experience of 
being left behind or migrating, the more frequently job changes occurred, and male workers 
changed jobs more frequently than female workers.  
The clearest sign of the transition to a more sociologically oriented approach to LBC 
studies is a review published in 2011 (Tan, S., 2011). In this fairly comprehensive review, Tan 
Shen classified Chinese LBC studies into two phases, characterized by descriptions of LBC, 
and their further refinement and theorization, respectively. But the author points towards 
another, distinct dimension: considering the phenomenon of LBC in terms of “the whole set 
of system design and arrangement” in which it occurs, which explains the “splitting 
structure of family” – a framework borrowed from a study on 19th century Russia carried out 
by Micheal Burawoy. According to Tan and several others (Duan, C. R., Lv, L. D., & Wang, Z. 
P., 2014; Wang, J. H., & Huang, B. H., 2014), this familial structure is the result of a “model 
of labor reproduction.” More specifically, keeping their children at home – thereby resulting 
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in the “splitting structure of family” – can reduce the living costs of migrating parent(s) 
working in cities, lowering their salaries and, thus, creating an army of low-paid laborers 
who have provided China with a competitive advantage in the globalized market. Based on 
such analyses, the author asserts that, rather than CPS as the primary problem to which the 
phenomenon of LBC gives rise, the latter is a surface phenomenon reflecting deeper societal 
structures. Tan claims that some temporary measures the government has employed, such 
as LBC boarding schools, can even make the situation worse, by increasing the financial 
burdens of already economically disadvantaged families (Tan, S., 2011).  
Sociologists have enthusiastically endorsed this perspective of labor/class reproduction, 
as well as its implications for understandings of migrant workers and their children in China 
(Shen, Y., 2006; Lv, P., 2006). Supported by various analytical paradigms – for example, from 
Karl Marx and Pierre Bourdieu to Karl Polanyi and Paul Willis – both qualitative and 
quantitative research projects have appeared in this vein (Xiong, Y. H., 2010; Zhou, X., 2011; 
Huang, B. H., 2014). Unlike either the diagnostic or advanced diagnostic approaches, these 
studies focus on how LBC and migrant children have been marginalized in school and society 
at large, constituting a subculture directed against education and society and, thereby, 
undermining conditions for the possibility of their own social mobility. Consequently, these 
youth are unable to move upwards, reproducing themselves as a new generation of 
laborers, enhancing the structures of a society in which they occupy the lower class – a 
paradox of cultural reproduction, as Paul Willis refers to it.  
 
Concluding Remarks 
This review has examined the evolution of LBC studies in China, outlining the theoretical 
assumptions, methods, and frameworks characteristic of the different periods of 
approaches into which these studies fall, diagnostic, advanced diagnostic, and sociologically 
oriented. Studies oriented in terms of the diagnostic approach illustrate psychological and 
behavioral problems among LBC, based on an overly simplistic cause-effect assumption, 
those of the advanced diagnostic approach explore a greater number of factors, which help 
to better understand the complexity of CPS in relation to LBC in China, and those of the 
sociologically oriented approach place the phenomenon of LBC within the broader 
perspectives of societal structures and forms of labor reproduction. Together these studies 
demonstrate the importance and seriousness of the phenomenon of LBC for LBC 
themselves, their families, and the future of society as a whole. Nevertheless, many 
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significant problems remain, four of which we address here, to highlight future directions 
for LBC studies in China. 
First, although numerous studies exist employing the diagnostic and advanced 
diagnostic approaches, these have resulted in inconsistent findings. Even though several 
meta analyses have been performed, they draw conclusions based on only a very small 
number of relevant studies – 8 studies in the analysis by Wang, F. S. et al. (2010), 6 in the 
analysis by Lin, X. H. et al. (2010), and 12 in the analysis by Liu, X. et al. (2013) – and do not 
engage in exploring reasons for why and how inconsistencies arise. As suggested by Yan 
Bohan (2014), LBC studies as a whole lack a relatively unified methodological framework in 
terms of which to formulate a set of highly focused questions and measures to explore LBC, 
guiding the accumulation of evidence and answering these questions – for example, sorting 
out previous findings regarding specific challenges LBC might encounter, such as loneliness, 
anxiety, or school performance. As a result, findings at present are too dispersed to frame 
shared scholarly questions and, thereby, arrive at widely accepted conclusions within the 
research community.   
Second, most researchers now understand that the phenomenon of LBC is essentially a 
social one, and cannot be comprehensively understood without a broader, systematic, and 
social perspective. Meanwhile, a large number of studies employing either the diagnostic or 
advanced diagnostic approaches have failed to systemically compare LBC with non-LBC in 
rural areas, migrant children in cities, or migrant children with city children in urban areas. 
Studies should, therefore, expand to include such broader, multi-population/-geographic 
comparisons: LBC and non-LBC in rural areas, migrant and city children in urban areas, LBC 
in rural and migrant children in urban areas, non-LBC in rural and city children in urban 
areas. Methodologically, such comparisons would help to control for endogenous factors – 
such as the economic gap between rural and urban areas, and social discrimination against 
people living in or coming from rural areas – to discern the effects of CPS on LBC more 
accurately. 
Third, studies employing the diagnostic and advanced diagnostic approaches fall, by and 
large, within the domain of psychology – clinical, developmental, educational, and social 
psychology. The rise of the sociologically oriented approach poses potential challenges to 
psychologists: their abilities to integrate this foreign perspective into their own research 
paradigms. In this regard, studies on LBC in China might better integrate psychological and 
sociological perspectives, to the extent that the integration of these perspectives could yield 
insights leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon of LBC in 
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China. Such integration would be crucial, as resulting studies would be capable of more 
precisely distinguishing the psychological effects of CPS on LBC from those of a more social 
nature – such as cultures of discrimination – as well as learning more about these effects 
and their interactions more broadly. The success of this integration hinges, to a large extent, 
on the quality of studies described in the preceding paragraphs. 
Finally, LBC studies in China should continue to better connect with international 
research on CPS. This connection applies as much to the necessity of Chinese researchers 
borrowing ideas from abroad to further refine their research and theorize their findings as 
international researchers taking cognizance of LBC studies in China and the capacity of these 
findings to contribute to understandings of CPS and LBC at large. Studies along these lines 
might identify new topics to further explore, such as the relation of cultural, social, 
economic, and political dimensions to CPS in the case of LBC. Such dialogues would benefit 
both Chinese and international researchers, providing insights to better understand and 
cope with the effects of CPS on LBC both in China and worldwide. 
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